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Abstract—An embedded Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
blade element actuator disk model is used to investigate the
hydrodynamic design of tidal turbines and their performance
in a closely spaced cross-stream fence. Turbines designed for
confined flows are found to require a larger blade solidity
ratio than current turbine design practices imply in order to
maximise power. Generally, maximum power can be increased
by operating turbines in more confined flows than they were
designed for, although this also requires the turbines to operate
at a higher rotational speed, which may increase the likelihood of
cavitation inception. In-array turbine performance differs from
that predicted from single turbine analyses, with cross-fence
variation in power and thrust developing between the inboard
and outboard turbines. As turbine thrust increases the cross-fence
variation increases, as the interference effects between adjacent
turbines strengthen as turbine thrust increases, but it is observed
that cross-stream variation can be mitigated through strategies
such as pitch-to-feather power control. It was found that overall
fence performance was maximised by using turbines designed
for moderately constrained (blocked) flows, with greater blockage
than that based solely on fence geometry, but lower blockage than
that based solely on the turbine and local flow passage geometry
to balance the multi-scale flow phenomena around tidal fences.

Index Terms—Tidal stream turbines, tidal turbine arrays,
power capping, tidal turbine design, blade element theory

I. I NTRODUCTION

The importance of the blockage ratio, the ratio of turbine
swept area to the cross-sectional area of the flow passage
surrounding the turbine,BL, was established in the context of
tidal stream turbine performance by Garrett and Cummins [1].
For turbines idealised as actuator disks, it was demonstrated
that the theoretical peak power coefficient increases by a factor
(1 − BL)

−2 above the Betz limit,CP = 16/27. The flow
passage boundaries around a turbine occur not only as a result
of the flow confinement due to the seabed, sea-surface, and
channel walls, but may also arise due to the presence of
adjacent turbines that constrain the flow expansion around the
turbines. The theoretical power coefficient limit increases as a
consequence of a streamwise static pressure (head) difference
developing in the flow passage due to momentum extraction
by the actuator disk and mass conservation requirements. The
static pressure difference that can be supported in the flow
passage increases with the blockage ratio, and thus the increase
in maximum power coefficient is achieved at higher thrust
levels and lower through-disk flow speeds.

Theoretical and numerical studies on tidal turbine effi-
ciency have confirmed and extended the work of Garrett and
Cummins to configurations of multiple turbines in side-by-
side and staggered arrangements, as well as exploring the

role of multi-scale hydrodynamics when the turbine fence
does not completely span the channel cross-section [2]–[5].
In the context of multi-turbine arrays occupying a fraction
of a wider tidal flow passage, it is also useful to define the
global blockage ratio,BG, as the ratio of the frontal area of all
turbines in an array to the cross-sectional area of the tidalflow
passage in order to describe the multi-scale flow phenomena
that arise.

It has been demonstrated that exploiting the uplift in tur-
bine performance theoretically available in blocked conditions
requires turbines to be designed specifically to support the
higher levels of thrust required to access the improved levels
of available power [6]. Schluntz and Willden designed turbines
to optimise turbine hydrodynamic performance for a specified
local blockage ratio with a uniform inflow velocity. It was
found that the higher levels of thrust required to realise
the theoretically available increase in turbine power may
be achieved through two broad routes; operating turbines at
higher tip speed ratios, or redesigning the rotor to increase
the solidity ratio. Amongst the constraints on the rotor design
process is that the rotational speed of the turbine must be
limited to avoid cavitation inception along the blade, which
restricts the range of operational tip speed ratios.

Recent work has highlighted further challenges in designing
short fences of turbines as a result of cross-stream variations
in the level of thrust and power across the fence. Actuator
disk experiments by [7] showed that the turbine thrust and
power reduce towards the ends of the fence, which can be
significantly detrimental to the overall power of a short fence
of turbines. This is also reflected in the non-uniform flow
speeds observed across the fence. Nishino and Willden [5]
discussed similar effects in analytic and computational models
of short tidal fences. However, there lacks at present a simple,
tractable model to predict the decrease in thrust and power
at the ends of a finite length fence and the ensuing design
implications for tidal stream turbine design.

This work addresses the question of turbine design within
short cross-stream fences of tidal turbines. The potential
performance uplift from closely spacing turbines has been
demonstrated in the work discussed above, but the design
process to best exploit the potential performance uplift remains
unclear. This work investigates the role of flow phenomena that
scale on the turbine diameter and array width, described by
the local and global blockage ratios respectively, on overall
multi-rotor fence power and thrust characteristics. Turbines
are hydrodynamically designed for a range of local blockage
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ratios. The turbines are then tested in a multi-rotor fence
configuration, where the inter-turbine spacing is held constant
at a representative tip-to-tip spacing of one turbine diameter,
as might be found in a closely-packed turbine fence. It is
shown that the interactions between adjacent turbines, and
hence design considerations, are a function of the thrust of
the adjacent turbines, and consequently it is not sufficientto
exclusively consider just the local blockage ratio or the global
blockage ratio in the turbine design process.

The analysis in this paper is broken into four stages.
Firstly, single turbines were hydrodynamically designed by
varying blade twist and solidity ratios for operation under
five different blockage conditions with a fixed tip speed ratio.
Performance of the turbines was then analysed for a range of
different tip speed ratios and off-design blockage conditions.
These turbines were then arranged in a cross-stream tidal
fence arrayed normal to the flow direction in order to study
the relative importance of global and local blockage ratios.
Finally, the effect of pitch-to-feather power control on array
performance was investigated.

II. N UMERICAL MODEL

The numerical simulations in this study were performed
using the commercial CFD solver ANSYS Fluent, v.15.0,
solving the 3D incompressible Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) equations with a finite volume method. The
simulations were performed as steady computations, with
turbulence closure provided by thek − ω SST model, which
combines the advantages of thek − ω model near no-slip
boundaries, such as the nacelle, with thek − ǫ model in the
remainder of the domain. Thek − ω SST model has been
widely used in both marine and wind turbine studies [8].

The tidal turbines were modelled as actuator disks, using
the ‘fan’ internal boundary condition in Fluent. User defined
functions, following [9], were used to implement a RANS-
embedded Blade Element Actuator Disk (RANS-BE AD)
model, which sampled the numerically simulated flow field
at the location of the actuator disk. The flow field data, in
conjunction with the rotor geometry and aerofoil data, were
used to calculate the azimuthally-averaged axial and tangential
forces acting on each spanwise section of the rotor blades
using blade element theory. The spanwise azimuthally-varying
forces were in turn imposed on the flow as a static pressure
discontinuity and a change in swirl velocity across the actuator
disk. The modelling differences between the three-bladed
rotors and the actuator disks being simulated (which can
be approximated as rotors with infinitely many blades) were
accounted for using the Glauert implementation of the Prandtl
tip loss model, see [10]. The tip loss model is used to reconcile
the difference in flow speed incident on the rotor blades with
the azimuthally-averaged flow speed through the actuator disk,
and is applied to the blade element calculations using the axial
flow speed computed in the numerical simulations.

All the rotors simulated in this work had a diameter
d = 20m, three blades, and a nacelle of diameter0.15d. The
nacelle has a hemispherical nose and tail, and is0.5d in length.

TABLE I
ROTOR DESIGN CONFIGURATIONS

Name BL s/d

Case 1 0.0001 → ∞

Case 2 0.0357 10
Case 3 0.0507 6.75
Case 4 0.0650 5
Case 5 0.1960 1

For simplicity, the rest of the rotor support structure was not
simulated. Following [6], the rotor aerofoil section used herein
is the Risø A1-24, a 24% thickness aerofoil section with good
lift-to-drag characteristics [11], with the maximum lift-to-drag
ratio occurring at an angle of attackα = 5◦. A uniform inflow
velocity of u∞ = 2ms−1 was applied to the inlet of all the
simulations, with seawater (ρ = 1025kgm−3) as the working
fluid.

A. Single Rotor Computations

A series of single turbine computations were performed
in cylindrical domains to design and then evaluate the off-
design performance of the three-bladed turbines, designedfor a
range of local blockage ratios. The mesh was block-structured,
consisting of hexahedral elements. The resolution at the rotor
plane varied across the disk face in order to provide higher
resolution at the disk edge, with the minimum element length
ǫmin = 1/135d, and the maximum element length on the
disk planeǫmax = 1/30d. A streamwise growth rate of 1.1
was used for the elements in the wake region. The overall
number of elements in the mesh was approximately1× 106,
varying slightly with domain radius according to blockage
ratio. The simulations were run for 5000 iterations to ensure
that normalised residuals were below10−5.

The rotor design procedure adjusts, for a given tip speed
ratio, the blade twist angle and solidity ratio along the blade
to target a prescribed angle of attack (in order to achieve the
maximum 2D aerofoil lift-to-drag ratio,5◦ for the Risø A1-
24 aerofoil) and a specified local thrust coefficient. The local
thrust coefficientCx = ∆Fx/

1

2
ρu2

x, where∆Fx is the applied
axial force per unit area,ρ is the fluid density, andux is the
axial flow speed through the rotor plane. For simplicity, the
local thrust coefficient is specified to be constant along the
blade span. A maximum solidity ratio (ratio of net local blade
chord to circumference at a given radial station) ofσ = 1.50
was set to ensure numerical stability of the design algorithm
and that the blades did not overlap at the root when blade twist
was taken into account. After the numerical design process
was completed, following [12], sections of the blade designs
inboard of a relative position ofr/R = 0.26 were tapered to a
cylindrical section at the root, resulting in a reduction inblade
twist angle and solidity ratio.

Five single rotor blockage ratios were considered, as sum-
marised in Table I. The tip-to-tip spacing ratios/d is given for
comparison to the equivalent design conditions in the multi-
rotor configuration (discussed below) where the water depth
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the computational domain for the four rotor fence at the rotor plane.d is the turbine diameter,s is the inter-turbine tip-to-tip spacing,h
is the channel depth, andwc is the channel width.

is fixed at 2d. Two of the cases, Cases 1 and 5,BL =
1

4
πd2/h(s+d) = 0.0001 andBL = 0.1960 respectively, were

matched to the designs of [6]. Case 3 was selected to match the
global blockage ratio,BG = n 1

4
πd2/wch = 0.0507, wheren

is the number of turbines, of the multi-rotor computations,and
Cases 2 and 4 were selected to represent intermediate spacing
ratios of s/d = 5 and 10 that correspond to blockage ratios
slightly larger and slightly smaller than the global blockage
ratio.

B. Multi-rotor Computations

The multi-rotor simulations of four identical turbines were
performed using a rectangular computational domain. The
actuator disks were positioned normal to the flow direction in a
cross-stream array (in theyz-plane) centred onx = y = z = 0
in a configuration as illustrated in Figure 1 with an inter-
turbine tip-to-tip spacing ratio ofs/d = 1. The channel
depth wash = 2d, the channel width waswc = 31d, and
the domain extended17d upstream and55d downstream of
the rotor fence. Slip wall boundary conditions were applied
to the top and bottom boundaries of the domain, meaning
that the free surface of the fluid was modelled as a rigid
lid, and symmetric boundary conditions were applied to the
lateral walls. Following a mesh-sensitivity study, the multi-
rotor domain contained approximately7× 106 elements.

It was assumed in the multi-rotor fence simulations that the
turbines in the fence were identical and contra-rotating. Five
sets of multi-rotor simulations were performed; one for each of
the five rotor designs determined in the single turbine cases.
Despite the changing design blockage for the turbines, the
local and global blockage of the multi-rotor fence remained
constant,BL = 0.1960 andBG = 0.0507 respectively.

III. S INGLE ROTOR DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

The design algorithm was executed over a range of local
thrust coefficients1.80 ≤ Cx ≤ 3.80 for a fixed tip speed
ratio λ = ΩR/u∞ = 5, whereΩ is the rotational speed of
the rotor andR = d/2 is the tip radius. The peak power
coefficientCP = P/ 1

2
ρu3

∞
Ad, whereP is turbine power, and

Ad is the rotor swept area, was achieved at higher local thrust
coefficients as the blockage ratio was increased, rising from a
local thrust coefficient ofCx = 2.00 in Case 1 (BL = 0.0001),
to Cx = 2.70 in Case 3 (BL = 0.0507), andCx = 3.20 in
Case 5 (BL = 0.1960).

σ
β

Fig. 2. Blade solidity,σ, (a) and blade twist angle,β, (b) for the five rotor
designs for local blockage ratiosBL = 0.0001 (black),BL = 0.0357 (red),
BL = 0.0507 (orange),BL = 0.0650 (green), andBL = 0.1960 (blue).
Solidity increases with increasingBL, whereas the blade twist angle reduces.

The maximum turbine power coefficient increases with the
target local thrust coefficient as the blockage ratio is increased
because increasing the blockage ratio means that the flow
passage bypassing the turbine is increasingly constrained,
resulting in a greater acceleration of the bypass flow. This
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results in a reduction in the static pressure in the bypass
flow, and hence, when hydrostatic pressure equalisation occurs
between the bypass flow and the core flow in the wake of
the device, there is a lower static pressure downstream of
the turbine as well. The greater static pressure differencethat
consequently develops across the rotor plane means that, for
a given mass flow rate through the turbine, turbines in higher
blockage ratio configurations are able to apply a greater thrust
to the flow, and hence achieve a higher power coefficient
than lower blockage turbines. Therefore, as the blockage ratio
increases, the peak power coefficient is achieved at a higher
level of local thrust coefficient (and hence turbine thrust)as
the flow is able to sustain a higher level of resistance before
becoming choked by the turbine.

Turbine thrust is a function of the rotational speed of the
rotor and the design of the rotor blades. Thrust increases as
the rotational speed is increased as well as if the rotor blades
are designed to present a greater resistance to the incoming
flow. Fixing the rotational speed of the turbine by specifying
the design tip speed ratioλ = 5 means that rotor geometry
is the only available degree of freedom, with the final rotor
designs for the five blockage ratios shown in Figure 2. The
design rotor solidity,σ = NBc(r)/2πr, whereNB = 3 is
the number of turbine blades andc(r) is the blade chord at
radiusr, increases as the blockage ratio increases in order to
achieve the higher local thrust coefficient and hence higher
rotor thrust that is required to increase the power coefficient.
The solidity ratio increases linearly away from the hub for
radial stationsr/R < 0.26 in order to transition the rotor
design between cylindrical base at the hub and the solution
proposed by the design algorithm, following [12]. There is
a much smaller variation in blade twist angleβ between the
different blockage ratio designs, with a reduction in bladetwist
angle of up to1◦ between the designs in Case 1 (BL = 0.0001)
and Case 5 (BL = 0.1960).

Figure 3 shows the variation in power coefficient,CP , and
thrust coefficient,CT , with tip speed ratio for the five rotors,
operating in domains with the respective blockage ratios that
the rotors were designed for. For a given tip speed ratio,
the thrust coefficient increases with the local blockage ratio
as the increasing volume flow constraint results in a greater
acceleration of the bypass flow and sustains higher flow speeds
through the rotor plane. The higher flow speed through the
rotor plane means that the relative velocity on the blades is
higher, producing larger axial and tangential forces, and hence
the thrust and power coefficients increase.

The maximum power coefficient increases fromCP =
0.493 for Case 1 (BL = 0.0001) to CP = 0.752 for Case
5, whereBL = 0.1960, an increase of 52.5%, and the corre-
sponding thrust coefficient at the maximum power coefficients
increases fromCT = 0.975 to CT = 1.381 respectively, an
increase of 45.8%. The tip speed ratio at which the maxima
occur increases fromλ = 5.83 in Case 1 toλ = 6.08 for
Case 5. Although the rotors were hydrodynamically optimised
for a fixed tip speed ratioλ = 5.00, the power coefficient is
maximised for the rotor designs at tip speed ratios greater

than λ = 5.00 because of the increased relative flow speed
incident on the turbine blades. However, a turbine designed
for operation at the higher tip speed ratios would achieve an
even higher power coefficient.

A. Off-Design Rotor Performance

Figure 4 compares the performance of three different design
cases; Cases 1, 3, and 5, in domains of blockage ratio
BL = 0.0001, BL = 0.0507, and BL = 0.1960. Turbine
power is dependent on the resistance that the turbine presents
to the flow, and it was shown previously that the turbine thrust
required to maximise the power coefficient increased as the
blockage ratio the turbine operates in increased. Consequently,
to achieve a given level of power, turbines designed for
operation in lower blockage (Cases 1 and 3, for example)
must generally operate at a higher rotational speed than higher
blockage ratio turbine designs (such as Case 5), regardless
of the blockage ratio due to the difference in the solidity
ratio of the designs. The high level of thrust of the high
blockage ratio turbine design reduces the approach flow speed
more significantly than lower blockage ratio designs. Hence
the high blockage ratio turbine, for a given, small, tip speed
ratio, operates at an angle of attack closer to that required
to maximise the lift-to-drag ratio, as compared to the lower
blockage ratio designs. Consequently the high blockage ratio
design achieves the highest power coefficient at low tip speed
ratios in all domains of the three different rotor designs.

Increasing the tip speed ratio results in a reduction in the
angle of attack on the blades, which affects the ratio of the
tangential forces (which generate torque) to the axial forces
of the different designs. For a given rotational speed, the
angle of attack along the blade span generally reduces as the
design blockage ratio of the turbine increases, giving riseto
the differing performance of the rotors. Therefore, as the tip
speed ratio increases the rotor achieving an angle of attack
along most of the blade span closest to the optimal value
to maximise the lift-to-drag ratio transitions from the highest
blockage turbine design, Case 5, to the moderate blockage
turbine design, Case 3, to the lowest blockage turbine design,
Case 1. The rotor design to achieve the maximum power
coefficient in a given blockage ratio domain also changes in
that order.

Although increasing the rotational speed of lower blockage
designs enables them to achieve higher power coefficients,
approaching those of higher blockage designs, the drag forces
acting on the rotor blades are relatively larger than those acting
on the blades of the rotor designed for operation in high
blockage ratios when the power coefficient is maximised. As
shown in Table II, the maximum power coefficient of the Case
5 (high blockage ratio design) turbine in theBL = 0.1960
domain is higher,CP = 0.752 and achieved at a lower tip
speed ratio,λ = 6.08, than the maximum power coefficient
in the same domain ofCP = 0.729, when λ = 6.56 of
the Case 3 turbine, andCP = 0.717 of the Case 1 (zero
blockage ratio design) turbine, achieved at a higher tip speed
ratio λ = 6.77. Similarly, the ratio of lift-to-drag forces on
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Fig. 3. Variation in (a) rotor power coefficient,CP , and (b) thrust coefficient,CT , with tip speed ratioλ for the five rotors designed for local blockage ratios
BL = 0.0001 (black),BL = 0.0357 (red),BL = 0.0507 (orange),BL = 0.0650 (green), andBL = 0.1960 (blue), operating in their respective design
blockage ratios.

λ

Fig. 4. Variation in rotor power coefficientCP with tip speed ratioλ for
three rotor designs for local blockage ratios: Case 1BL = 0.0001 (black),
Case 3BL = 0.0507 (orange), and Case 5BL = 0.1960 (blue) in domains
of blockage ratioBL = 0.0001 (solid), BL = 0.0507 (dashed), andBL =
0.1960 (dot-dashed).

the different rotor designs means that in theBL = 0.0001
domain the maximum power coefficient achieved by the Case
5 turbine isCP = 0.351 at a tip speed ratioλ = 4.20 and
CP = 0.489 at a tip speed ratio ofλ = 5.70 for the Case 3
turbine, as compared to a peak ofCP = 0.493 at λ = 5.83
for the Case 1 turbine.

TABLE II
MAXIMUM POWER COEFFICIENT AND CORRESPONDING TIP SPEED RATIO

FOR ROTOR DESIGNS1, 3, AND 5, IN DOMAINS WITH BLOCKAGE RATIOS

BL = 0.0001, BL = 0.0507, AND BL = 0.1960.

Domain
Blockage

Rotor Design Case

1 3 5

0.0001 CP = 0.493,
λ = 5.83

CP = 0.489,
λ = 5.74

CP = 0.351,
λ = 4.20

0.0507 CP = 0.559,
λ = 5.94

CP = 0.559,
λ = 5.81

CP = 0.522,
λ = 5.25

0.1960 CP = 0.717,
λ = 6.77

CP = 0.729,
λ = 6.56

CP = 0.752,
λ = 6.08

There is less than a 5% variation in maximum power
coefficient between the three turbine design cases, 1, 3, and5,
with an over 11% variation in corresponding tip speed ratio in
theBL = 0.1960 domain. The differences in blade design and
tip speed ratio for the three cases required to achieve the peak
power coefficient mean that there is a significantly different
angle of attack distribution in the spanwise direction along
the blades, with higher angle of attack being associated with
lower blockage designs. The angle of attack at ther/R = 0.80
radial station isα = 4.43◦ for the Case 1 turbine, reducing
to α = 4.28◦ for the Case 3 turbine, andα = 4.11◦ for
the Case 5 turbine. Hence, following the analysis proposed by
[13], cavitation inception is more likely to occur on the blades
of lower blockage designs when the turbines are operated to
maximise the power coefficient, as the tip speed ratio required
to achieve peak performance is higher. The computational
analysis conducted herein demonstrates that turbines designed
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TABLE III
ROTOR POWER COEFFICIENT AND CORRESPONDING TIP SPEED RATIO AND

THRUST COEFFICIENT FOR THE FIVE ROTOR DESIGNS IN THE

MULTI -ROTOR FENCE CONFIGURATION WHEN FENCE POWER IS

MAXIMISED .

Inboard Outboard
Domain
Blockage

CP CT λ CP CT λ

0.0001 0.581 0.995 5.94 0.578 0.992 5.94
0.0357 0.582 1.004 5.79 0.578 1.001 5.79
0.0507 0.583 1.015 5.75 0.579 1.011 5.75
0.0650 0.585 1.027 5.72 0.580 1.023 5.72
0.1960 0.536 1.083 4.73 0.528 1.075 4.73

for low blockage configurations can achieve a significant
proportion of the performance increment available to turbines
designed to exploit constrained flow conditions. However,
operational constraints (cavitation as well as drive train) may
restrict the maximum operating speed of the turbine. The
performance improvement available to low blockage turbine
designs when operating in higher blockage configurations,
achieved by operating the turbines at higher tip speed ratios,
may hence be restricted.

IV. M ULTI -ROTOR FENCE PERFORMANCE

The multi-rotor fence, consisting of four turbines arrayed
in the cross-stream direction as illustrated in Figure 1 with
an inter-turbine spacing ofs/d = 1 (BL = 0.1960) and a
global blockage ratioBG = 0.0507, was simulated in a range
of operational conditions. The turbines were numbered from0
to 3 from left to right across the array, so that turbines 0 and3
are denoted the ‘outboard’ turbines, and turbines 1 and 2 are
denoted the ‘inboard’ turbines. The turbines counter-rotate, so
that turbines 0 and 2 rotate anti-clockwise, and turbines 1 and
3 rotate clockwise.

The variation in inboard and outboard rotor thrust and
power coefficients with tip speed ratio in the multi-rotor
fence configuration is shown in Figure 5, with the values
that maximise fence power for the different rotor designs
summarised in Table III, noting that the tip speed ratio is
assumed to be uniform across the fence. As with the single
rotor simulations, turbines designed for higher blockage ratio
conditions (e.g., Cases 4 and 5) achieve higher levels of thrust
and power at lower tip speed ratios than turbines designed
for lower blockage ratio conditions, with the lower blockage
ratio design turbines (e.g., Case 1) achieving the highest power
coefficient of the five different designs as the tip speed ratio
approachesλ = 7. It should be noted however that the
maximum power coefficient of the Case 1 turbine fence is
less than that achieved by some of the other, higher blockage
ratio, turbine designs at lower tip speed ratios.

The maximum thrust and power coefficients of all the
turbines, except for the Case 5 turbines (with a design blockage
ratio BL = 0.1960), increased from their values in the single
turbine simulations in their design blockage ratios. In allcases,
turbine performance for the different designs was improvedin

λ

λ

Fig. 5. Variation in (a) rotor power coefficient,CP , and (b) thrust coefficient,
CT , with tip speed ratioλ for the five rotor designs in the multi-rotor
configuration with an inter-turbine spacings/d = 1 (BL = 0.1960), and a
global blockage ratioBG = 0.0507. Power and thrust coefficients for inboard
rotors are indicated with dashed lines, and solid lines for outboard turbines.

the multi-rotor configuration as compared to single turbine
performance in theBL = 0.0507 domain, with the tip speed
ratio required for maximum performance slightly lower in the
multi-rotor configuration. The increase in maximum power
coefficient in the multi-rotor configuration, as compared to
the BL = 0.0507 single turbine domain, occurs because,
although the global blockage ratio for the multi-rotor fence
is the same as in the single turbine simulations, the fence
occupies only a small fraction of the overall channel cross-
section. The constructive interference that develops between
adjacent turbines, increasing the power coefficient, is more
significant in the multi-rotor configuration as the turbinesare
deployed in a more closely spaced configuration, with a local
blockage ratioBL = 0.1960. However, in comparison to the
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single turbine simulations withBL = 0.1960, the maximum
power coefficients of the turbines in the fence configurationare
significantly lower (as shown in comparison between Tables II
and III), as the maximum resistance that the fence can apply
to the flow is limited by the presence of the large bypass flows
around the ends of the fence.

In the multi-rotor fence configuration, inboard turbines
operate at slightly higher thrust and power coefficients than
the outboard turbines, as a consequence of the differing levels
of resistance to bypass flow around the inboard and outboard
turbines. Closely spacing the turbines in the cross-stream
direction within a multi-rotor fence results in the bypass flow
around a turbine interacting with the bypass flows around
neighbouring turbines, modifying turbine performance. Hydro-
dynamically, this modification occurs because the increased re-
sistance in the bypass flow means that a higher mass flow rate
is sustained through the turbines, for a given level of thrust,
and hence power is also increased. The inboard turbines, which
are adjacent to other turbines in both cross-stream directions,
experience a greater degree of flow confinement than the
outboard turbines, which are only adjacent to one other turbine
in the cross-stream direction, and the flow can more freely
expand in the other, unblocked, direction. The bypass flow
resistance is hence lower for the outboard turbines, meaning
that the core flow is slightly reduced as compared to the
inboard turbines, and hence the thrust and power coefficients
of the outboard turbines are slightly lower. The magnitude
of the thrust and power coefficient difference between inboard
and outboard turbines varies with tip speed ratio, the difference
increasing with increasing tip speed ratio, as well as the
turbine design blockage ratio. These phenomena occur because
when the turbine thrust is reduced, either through operation
at a lower tip speed ratio or lower blade solidity (due to a
lower blockage ratio design), the acceleration of the bypass
is reduced and the effect of the bypass flow resistance on the
core flow becomes less significant.

The importance of turbine thrust in the cross-fence variation
in power is illustrated in Table III, wherein the lowest design
blockage ratio turbines, Case 1(BL = 0.0001), have the
smallest cross-fence variation in power coefficient, with a
difference of 0.52% between the inboard and outboard tur-
bines. This difference increases as the design blockage ratio
of the turbines increases, with a difference of 0.69% for Cases
2 and 3 turbines, increasing to 0.86% and 1.52% for the
higher blockage ratio designs of Cases 4 and 5 respectively.
The cross-fence variation in thrust coefficient is relatively
constant with design ratio, increasing slightly from 0.3% to
0.4% for Cases 1 to 4, and increasing to 0.74% for the
Case 5 turbines. The magnitude of cross-fence power variation
is correlated with turbine design blockage ratio because the
greater resistance presented by the higher design blockage
ratio (and hence higher thrust) turbines means that there
is a stronger bypass flow confinement interaction between
adjacent turbines. There is hence a greater difference between
the bypass flow resistance experienced by the inboard and
outboard turbines.

Fence power is the product of two competing effects:
the strength of inter-turbine interference effects leading to
increased core flow and hence increased turbine power, and
the importance of array-scale flow diversion around the multi-
rotor fence as the overall fence thrust increases. Consequently,
there is a limit to the thrust that can be applied to the fence,be
it through the rotational speed of the turbines or turbine design,
to maximise overall fence power. The multi-rotor fence with
Case 4 turbines(BL = 0.0650) achieved the highest fence
power coefficientCP = 0.583 of the five turbine designs. The
design blockage in this case is higher than that of the global
blockage of the fence, in order to better exploit the inter-
turbine interactions due to the close spacing of the turbines
within the fence. However, it is lower than the in-fence local
blockage ratio which would theoretically best exploit such
interactions if the array-scale flow effects were not important,
i.e., that the number of turbines in the fence was very large
compared to the overall channel cross-section. The optimal
turbine design would be expected to change as the number
of turbines in the fence increases, as a greater number of
turbines would be able to more fully exploit the constructive
interference effects between turbines and the reduction in
turbine power towards the ends of the fence would become
relatively less significant.

A. Fence Performance with Turbine Power Capping

A further consideration in turbine and multi-rotor fence
design is performance in operational conditions, such as during
rated power operation. Figure 6 shows three contour plots of
the streamwise velocity past the multi-rotor fence consisting of
turbines of the highest blockage ratio design, Case 5, at three
different flow speeds,u∞ = 1.80ms−1, u∞ = 2.00ms−1, and
u∞ = 3.50ms−1. Turbine rated power is set to be 500kW,
to give a rated fence power of 2MW, so that the rated flow
speed isur = 1.81ms−1. Below rated flow speed the turbines
operate at their hydrodynamically optimal tip speed ratio and
power coefficient to maximise turbine power. Above rated flow
speed, the blade pitch angle of the turbines is adjusted to pitch
the blades towards feather, thereby reducing the angle of attack
and thus the axial and tangential forces on the blades, reducing
rotor torque and hence maintaining a constant turbine power.
It is assumed that rotor tip speed ratio is reduced in order
to maintain a constant rotational speed above the rated flow
speed.

Figure 6 a) demonstrates that there is significant flow
diversion and interaction between the turbines in the fence
just below the rated flow speed when the turbines are operated
to maximise power takeoff from the flow. At the array-scale,
the streamtube encompassing the flow that passes through the
fence expands significantly due to the relatively high levelof
resistance the fence presents to the flow. The flow immediately
upstream of the fence is decelerated, and the flow in the array
bypass accelerated as it passes the fence location. There is
also an extended region of flow remixing behind the turbines.
At the turbine scale, the flow speed is substantially reduced
immediately behind the turbines, and significant acceleration
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Fig. 6. Contour plot of hub-height streamwise velocity normalised by the reference flow speed past a four turbine fence withturbines of the Case 5
(BL = 0.1960) design for three flow speeds: a)u∞ = 1.80ms−1, b) u∞ = 2.00ms−1, and c)u∞ = 3.50ms−1. Streamtraces have been added help to
illustrate fence and turbine flow expansion in each case.

of the flow in the inter-turbine bypass region, with asymmetry
between where the bypass flow expands more freely around the
outboard turbines than the inboard turbines. This asymmetry
leads to the relatively large cross-fence variation in thrust and
power coefficients noted previously.

Above the rated flow speed atu∞ = 2.00ms−1 in Figure 6
b), the impact that the turbines have on the flow, and hence
flow diversion around the array is significantly reduced as
indicated by the much less significant expansion of the stream-
traces passing the fence, because the pitch-to-feather power
control acts to reduce both the axial and tangential forces
acting on the rotor blades. The reduction in turbine thrust
(both in magnitude and coefficient) above rated flow speed
means that the difference in bypass flow resistance between
the inboard and outboard turbines, while still present, is less
significant and hence there is a smaller cross-fence variation
in flow speed and hence turbine thrust and power. Increasing
the flow speed in the channel further tou∞ = 3.50ms−1

results in an even greater reduction in turbine thrust, and hence
array-scale flow diversion is negligible. At low thrust levels,
little flow is diverted around the turbines, and hence the effect
of turbines on the resistance to bypass flow acceleration is
negligible, meaning that turbine performance characteristics
become independent of turbine position within the fence.

The reduction in inter-turbine interference above rated flow
speed is a similar effect to that of the low blockage ratio
design turbines (e.g., Cases 1 and 2) at low tip speed ratios,
where turbine thrust is sufficiently small that interactions
between adjacent turbines are relatively small. Consequently,
turbine performance in the multi-rotor fence configurationis a
function not only of relative turbine placement, but also turbine
thrust. The primary advantages of closely spacing turbines
within multi-rotor fences therefore comes from harnessingthe
potential for constructive interference effects to increase the
turbine power coefficients and thus achieving rated power at
lower flow speeds or a higher rated power at the same flow
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speed. Above rated flow speed turbine and fence power is
fixed and, with a pitch-to-feather power control system, the
interactional effects between turbines reduce. It should be
noted that a penalty for closely spacing turbines in the multi-
fence configuration is an increase in turbine loads from that
which would be expected based on turbine performance in
a global blockage ratio matched single turbine domain, or,
as turbines are presently evaluated, analysis in an unblocked
domain.

V. CONCLUSION

The importance of the blockage ratio in determining the
theoretical limit of power of a tidal turbine in a constrained
flow passage was demonstrated by Garrett and Cummins [1],
showing that the power coefficient increases by a factor of
(1 − BL)

−2 above the Lanchester-Betz limit if a sufficient
level of resistance is applied to the flow. A variety of hydro-
dynamic limitations mean that tidal turbines cannot exploit the
full performance increment implied by the idealised analysis
of Garrett and Cummins. However, the physical mechanism
by which the blockage ratio leads to a greater streamwise
static pressure difference, resulting in improved performance,
remains unchanged. For a single device in a blocked flow
passage, the implication is that a higher power coefficient
than the Lanchester-Betz limit can be achieved if the device
is designed and operated to utilise the additional streamwise
static pressure gradient that develops in the flow passage in
order to increase rotor torque, and thus power.

Single rotor designs for a fixed tip speed ratioλ = 5.00,
hydrodynamically optimised to achieve a constant angle of
attack along the blade span to maximise the lift-to-drag ratio,
were undertaken in domains for five different blockage ratios,
BL = 0.0001 (unblocked),BL = 0.0357, BL = 0.0507,
BL = 0.0650, and BL = 0.1960. Blade solidity ratio and
blade twist angle were the two degrees of freedom available
in the design process, with the solidity ratio increasing asthe
design blockage ratio increased, accompanied by a very slight
reduction in the twist angle along the blade span. Only the
highest blockage ratio design exceeded the Lanchester-Betz
limit in its design conditions, achieving a maximum power
coefficientCP = 0.752, although all turbine designs exceeded
the limit when tested in the highest blockage domain, for
example, the unblocked design achieved a maximum power
coefficient ofCP = 0.717. The rotational speed of the turbine
at which the peak power coefficient was achieved was higher
for the lower blockage ratio turbine designs, as the lower
blade solidity of those designs meant that a higher rotational
speed was required in order to provide a sufficient level
of resistance to the flow to maximise turbine performance.
Consequently, constraints on turbine rotational speed, such
as those due to cavitation inception concerns and drive train
limitations, are likely to have a greater impact on the maximum
power achieved by lower blockage turbines, as they generally
must operate at higher rotational speeds than higher blockage
turbines.

The five turbine designs were evaluated in a four turbine
fence, where the turbines were closely spaced with a tip-to-
tip spacing ofs/d = 1 in the cross-stream direction. Turbine
performance improved, as compared to the design case, for
all turbines (except the most highly blocked design), as the
closely spaced arrangement of the turbines within the fence
resulted in stronger constructive interference effects between
adjacent turbines than would be expected from the design
blockage ratios of the turbines. The constructive interference
that develops by closely spacing turbines is driven by the
interactions of the bypass flows around the turbines. A higher
mass flow rate can be sustained through the turbines due
the resistance to acceleration of the turbine bypass flows
from the presence of neighbouring bypass flows. Turbines
at the ends of the fence, adjacent to only one other turbine,
benefit from the increased resistance to bypass flow from only
one side, and hence there is cross-fence variation in thrust
and power. The magnitude of the cross-fence variation is
a function of turbine thrust, with a greater variation being
observed at higher tip speed ratio and for higher blockage
ratio turbine designs. Similarly, control strategies wereshown
to affect the cross-fence performance variation with strong
interference, and consequently significant cross-fence power
and thrust variation, below rated flow speed when the turbines
are operated to maximise the power coefficient. Above rated
flow speed, the pitch-to-feather control strategy results in a
reduction in the axial and tangential blade forces, and hence
the interactions between turbines are reduced and they operate
more independently of adjacent turbines.

These results have important practical relevance in the
design and operation of multi-rotor fences. The primary benefit
of designing turbines to utilise the theoretical performance
uplift available in a closely-spaced arrangement comes from
improving the turbine power coefficient. This results in ei-
ther increasing the rated power achievable by the design or
reducing the rated flow speed at which rated power occurs
thus allowing the turbines to operate at rated power over a
greater range of flow speeds. Furthermore, designing for flow
confinement enables turbines to operate at lower tip speed
ratios, which provides a greater safety factor for constraints
on rotational speed such as cavitation inception. Above the
rated flow speed however the interactions between turbines in
a pitch-to-feather power controlled fence reduce.

The optimal blockage ratio for turbine design within a
multi-rotor fence is a function of fence length, inter-turbine
spacing, and turbine thrust. The constructive interference ef-
fects between turbines are stronger for closely spaced, high
thrust turbines. The flow may choke and be diverted around
the fence if the thrust is too high, as was observed for
the BL = 0.1960 design turbines and expected following
theoretical models for the power of tidal fences partially
spanning wide channels [3]. However, even for a short fence
of four turbines, it was found that turbines designed for
moderately blocked conditions,BL = 0.0650, greater than the
global blockage ratio of the fence,BG = 0.0507, achieved the
highest fence power coefficientCP = 0.583 of the five turbine
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designs, demonstrating the need to design turbines to support
moderately high levels of thrust to maximise the power of the
multi-rotor fence configuration.
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